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Simple Samples of English Poetry, Final Exam

English Dept., Nabi Akram University, Tabriz Thursday, Jabuary 21,2016
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That time of year thou may'st in rne behold

When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,

Bare ruin'd choirs, where late the sweet birds sang.

In me thou see'st the twilight of such day
As after sunset fadeth in the west

Which by and by the black.night doth take away,
Death's second self, that seals up all in rest.

In me thou see'st the glowing of such fire,
That on the ashes of his youth doth lie

As the death-bed whereon it must expire
Consumed with that which it was nourished by.

This thou perceiv'st, which makes thy love more strong,
To love that more which thou must leave ere long.

lYilliam Sltakespeare (l 564-1 6l 6

1- The rhyme sceme of the poem is .. .........

II- Identify if a metaphor or a simile is used in each of the followings: (2 points)

2- She is the rnoon for me.

3- The forests of Arasbaran are fantastic.

4- The sun, a pavement artist, draws people on the streets.

5- The waves moved: like thousands of snakes on the desert.

6- Identify if each of the following noun phrases is "Ajlglglhgrv or c'a fact": (2 points)

' q+i:jlr ptJ'o r,crt......... . J

The Rhyme Scheme: ( 2 points)

The hands ofthe speaker

The horse of the wind '

The face of cold

The tears ofyour eyes

The river of lifb

The rays ofthe sun

The forests of the night

The words of your looks
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IV- Change the metaphric statements into similes:

7- King Lear is a man in need of words of gratitude'

8- Hamlet is an intelectual who knows but cannot act out his thoughts'

9- Macbeth is a poet with a sword in hand'

10- Othello is a man lost in an unknown world'

V- Change the similes into metaphric statements:

11- The moon is like a slow runner'

12- The sun is like a ball of fire'

13- The hand of this old woman is like a cold stone'

14- The earth is like a cradle for men'

(2 points)

(2 points)

20'Allkindsofmetaphoricformscanturntothefirstform(i.e.apositive
statement: Life is a river)' 
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(2 points )

Follow the exampt"r, H. *ing, of the night implies that- the night is a bird'

The tears of the clouds i*pt'ir'tlrat ihe clouds are people who cry'

15- The howling of the wind implies that """'

16- The sadOt" of the luck

17- The forests of night

18- The hands ofthe clock

implies that ..

implies that ...'

implies that ..

*!B*

Zl- ,,The sea crawled,, implies that the sea is a reptile; a snake' forj#:l*

19- "Time swallows hundreds of people" implies that """"

20- ,,The wind kicked the leaves about" implies that "'

21- "The wind carved designs on the decaying wood" implies that "

v snowballs atthe people" implies'that """""
22- "The clouds thror

23- Write down two limericks:
(2 points)
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IV- Read the poem ,,The Eagle,,, ancl then unswer the questionsfollowing the poem:

THE EAGLE
He clasps the crag with crooked hands;

Close to the sun in lonelY lands,

Ringed with the azure world he stands

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls

He watches from his mountain walls'

And like athunderbott he falls' Alfred Lortl Tennyson (1809'1892)

24- Who is the poet? (0'5 Point)

25- The rhyme scheme of the poem is " " " (0'5 point)

III- Explain the literary {igures (i.e. a metaphor, a simile, personification, irony)
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(1 Point)

27- Slowly over the earth

The wings of the night are falling;

My heart like the bird in the tree

is calling, calling, calling.

28- Write down a poem not less than six lines. The name of the poet is

required. (2 Points)
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